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What image comes to mind for INTEGRITY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mother Teresa of CalcuttaOfficer Leo PavlakSouth St. Paul Age 38Was killed in the line of duty guarding the Swift Co. payroll by the Barker-Karpis gangAugust 30, 1933Train brought the payroll of the Swift and Company packing plant to South St. Paul Two officers escorted the payroll that dayThe Barker-Karpis gang drove up and unloaded Doc BarkerShouting ‘Stick ‘em up,” Barker disarmed Pavlak forcing him to lift his hands above his headDoc Barker shot Officer Leo Pavlak in the headWhat are the consequences of strong and/or weak law & order?Laws and policies are put in place to ‘protect the innocent” and be upheld by “those with power”Order is more difficult – it relies on ethical values and behavior

http://www.odmp.org/officer/10452-patrolman-leo-pavlak
http://www.odmp.org/officer/10452-patrolman-leo-pavlak


Why are we talking about this?

Leadership with integrity should 
be practiced by anyone in a formal 
or informal leadership position

◦ Supervisors
◦Managers
◦ Team leaders
◦Others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who do ethics apply to anyway? Leadership with integrity should be practiced by anyone in a formal or informal leadership position. Its like accepting an oath of office.SupervisorsManagersTeam leadersOthers



Supervise. Manage. Lead.

Organizational responsibilities “put the leader in the 
middle” where expectations between individuals and 
the organization may differ. 

That is why it is not easy!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Divide into pairs and share your answers to the following two questions.Who is someone you consider to be a leader with integrity?What are words you use to describe someone you consider to be a leader with integrity?



I’m a good person so what more can I do? 

LEADERSHIP ACTIONS EXPECTED

Applying the Law
Using Your Authority
Following Due Process
Meeting Your Goals
Treating Individuals Fairly

COSTS TO INDIVIDUALS

Not efficient
An organizational 
liability
Not a team player
Damage to Career

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProductivitySolving a tough problem during a crisisDoing your job



What happens in organizations with low integrity?

Breakdown in chain of command
Decrease in morale
Loss of productivity
Freeze or Burn Out on the job
Increase in grievances and lawsuits
Damage to image and reputation



What types of Integrity Testing Issues are common?

Temptations 
Simple, but not easy 
situations

Dilemmas
Difficult situations, with
competing values



Performance and Values



Case - The Tardy Employee

What actions, if any, should 
be taken to address the 
situation of the 
tardy employee?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very productive employee has recently experienced significant challenges in their personal life (parent requiring nursing care and attention, child injured in an accident, and a car that has required an unusual number of repairs).  The employee is now obviously distracted with the many personal issues they face and has come in late to work more than one time. 



What are Personal Warning Systems?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kid on shoulder; Front page of newspaper; Golden rule – do onto others as you'd like them to do unto you; Universality – if everyone does what you do what consequences will it have?





What is the Bell, Book, and Candle
Response System?





What is Ends, Rules, and Care-Based Thinking?



What signs should I be looking for in others?

Blatant misbehavior
Being dishonest and cheating
Dominating the group and interfering 
with others
Using inconsistent processes for retribution or 
special gains
Intentionally omitting or sharing partial data –
biased decision-making
Direct and indirect conflicts of interest
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Is it even possible to change 
the behavior of someone else?

What if they already know the difference between right 
and wrong? 
Must have a courageous conversation!
 Recognize the trap of ethical dilemmas and how to 
use decision making tools
Create organizational guidelines to use



What is a courageous conversation?

It is a discussion between 
two or more people where

The stakes are high
Opinions differ
Strong emotions are 
often present



What does an organization highly reliant 
on individual integrity look like?

Expectations
Judgment Calls
Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizational Strategies clarifying expectations managing by rules making better judgment callsPolicies			Education 			Supervision 			Justice system



What does an organization with less 
reliance on individual integrity look like?

Expectations
Judgment Calls
Rules



What does your organization look like 
now? How would you like it to be?

Expectations
Judgment Calls
Rules



What guidelines are appropriate for 
managers and supervisors?



What guidelines are appropriate for 
teams?



Integrity Audit of an Organization

Employee-Employer Relations
Employer-Employee Relations
Employee-Employee Relations
Management Policies
Employee Behaviors 



Potential Problems
Items with 50% or more of group indicating

serious or significant problem

Communication between depts.   76%
Fair work appraisals 71%
Insensitive changes 67%
Unhealthy competition turf 67%



Potential Problems
Items with 50% or more of group indicating 

serious or significant problem

Inadequate participation 52%
Blame shifting or credit taking 52%
Inadequate teamsmanship 52%
Misallocation of human resources 52%
Inconsistent policies between depts 52%



An Ethical Person….

Each time a person stands up for an ideal, or 
acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes 
out against injustice, they send forth a tiny 
ripple of hope... and crossing each other from 
a million different centers of energy and 
daring those ripples build a current that can 
sweep down the mightiest walls of 
oppression and resistance.

~Robert F. Kennedy



What can I do to grow as a leader with integrity?

SHOW OUTER STRENGTH

Make Integrity a core 
Organizational Value
Walk the walk, talk the talk
Training
Modeling
Discussion of Issues
Mantra of “Nip it in the bud”

BUILD INNER STRENGTH

Practice
Seek advice
Realize this will not be 
easy
Don’t take yourself for 
granted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Courage to act upon our values in a positive way Comfortable expressing needs as well as interest & talents Trust based on the belief that those in leadership roles act ethically, for the common good. 
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